Winning the Game:
As players collect ensembles, they place them in one of the 3 slots on the left side of the armoire that are visible to other players. Once an ensemble is placed in one of those slots, the shoes and dress are safe and cannot be exchanged.

The first player to match three ensembles is the winner! If two players complete their third match in the same play (if they exchange with another player and both get the one piece they need), the player who’s turn it was is the winner.

We replace pieces! We want you to enjoy this game for many years to come, so we have used the sturdiest materials available and we replace lost parts. Send us a description of the part you need and be sure to include the name of the game along with $2.95 (U.S.) per part to cover shipping and handling and we will be happy to replace it for you.
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Object of the game:
Be the first player to put together three matching ensembles - that's fancy for outfits! An ensemble is a match when the hanger on the dress card and the border on the shoe card are the same color. (The numbers match, too.)

Take turns rolling the die to determine whether you will pick up a shoe card, a dress card, or exchange shoes or a dress with another player.

Each player hangs her dress cards in her armoire and places her shoe cards in her shoe rack, keeping an eye out for matching fashions. But don't let other players see what you have because they might be looking for the same match!

The first player to make three matching ensembles is the winner.

Set up:
- Give each player one armoire and one shoe rack. Put the armoire together by inserting tab ‘A’ into slot ‘A’ as shown. Put the shoe rack together by inserting tabs ‘B’ on the shelf into slots ‘B’ on the sides as shown.
- Shuffle the dress and shoe cards, place them face down, and spread them out on the table.

Playing the game:
The best dressed player goes first. If all players look especially stunning, the youngest player goes first. Roll the die and depending on what you roll, do one of the following:

- **Dress** – Choose one face down dress card from the table and place it in your armoire.

- **Shoes** – Choose one face down shoe card from the table and place it in your shoe rack.

- **Exchange Dress** – Choose a player to trade with. You will each choose a dress card from your armoire to exchange. If one of you has a dress card, but the other player does not, a dress card is still exchanged. Make sure nobody sees what you're passing!

- **Exchange Shoes** – Choose a player to trade with. You will each choose a shoe card from your shoe rack to exchange. If one of you has a shoe card, but the other player does not, a shoe card is still exchanged. Make sure nobody sees what you're passing!

If a player rolls “Shoes” and there are no shoe cards remaining, the “shoe” roll becomes “Exchange Shoes” from that point forward. The same goes for rolling “Dress” once all dress cards have been taken. This way there will always be a winner in the game.

The first player to make three matching ensembles, wins!